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BIRTH BACKGROUND
AND MOTIVATION01

In the dynamic realm of cryptocurrency,
FightNight.io (FNIO) stands out as an innovative

token, inspired by the iconic figures of
Muhammad Ali and Mike Tyson. Anchored in the
ethos of "celebrity meme," "Tyson meme," and "fist
of friendship," FightNight.io symbolizes the power
of legendary sportsmanship, the allure of celebrity

culture, and the excitement of cutting-edge
technology. FNIO not only embraces a clear and
transparent corporate ethos but also integrates
technological innovation, intrinsic value, and
community rewards within the cryptocurrency

landscape.

REDEFINING MEME COINS THROUGH CELEBRITY
ENGAGEMENT AND ON-CHAIN STAKING:



At the heart of FightNight.io lies an innovative staking mechanism that
empowers holders to actively participate in the network while earning
rewards. Through on-chain staking, holders contribute to the ecosystem's
stability, security, and growth, all while passively accruing additional tokens.
This approach fosters a sense of ownership and amplifies the token's utility,
highlighting its potential as a dynamic and self-sustaining entity.

EMBRACING UNRIVALED
TECHNOLOGY, IGNITING INNOVATION

EMPOWERING THE COMMUNITY
THROUGH STAKING

FightNight.io captures the essence of meme coins that have enthralled the
crypto community. By combining the appeal of celebrity memes with the
power of on-chain staking, FNIO carves a unique path that resonates with
both enthusiasts and investors. Inspired by the legendary boxer Muhammad
Ali, FNIO embarks on a quest to redefine the meme coin space, leveraging
the cultural impact of celebrities to drive growth and engagement.



FightNight.io envisions a future where innovation meets compassion,
where meme-inspired tokens evolve beyond trends, and where passive
rewards intertwine with meaningful contributions. As the crypto landscape
continues to evolve, FNIO stands ready to challenge conventions and lead
towards a more inclusive and impactful blockchain ecosystem.

Inheriting the spirit of legendary boxers, FNIO is committed to making a
positive impact. Guided by the principle of "Unify the meme world with the
“Fist of Friendship” of legendary heroes" the token transcends the digital
realm to support charitable initiatives, community projects, and noble
causes. By infusing purpose into its existence, FNIO becomes a symbol of
technology and philanthropy in a space often characterized by speculation.

CHARTING THE FUTURE

MORE THAN A MEME:
A FORCE FOR NEXT GENERATION



A Stellar Team and Celebrity Endorsements

Celebrity Participation

FightNight.io boasts a team of seasoned professionals in
blockchain technology, game development, and digital
marketing. Key figures include top-tier game designers
and developers known for blockbuster franchise games,
ensuring a robust and engaging platform.

FNIO leverages the star power of
legendary boxers Muhammad Ali and
Mike Tyson, along with contemporary
influencers like Jake Paul. These
celebrities not only inspire the
storyline but actively participate in
promoting the token through social
media and public appearances,
creating a unique blend of
entertainment and technology.

TEAMS AND
CELEBRITIES02



BUSINESS
MODELS03

WEB3-BASED RETRO BOXING MINING GAME

Revolutionizing Gaming with Blockchain Technology

FightNight.io presents an innovative Web3-based retro boxing
mining game that merges the nostalgia of classic boxing games with
the cutting-edge capabilities of blockchain technology. In this game,
players step into the shoes of Tyson, a pixel game enthusiast who,
after being struck by lightning, is teleported to meet the legendary

Muhammad Ali. Given magic gloves by Ali, Tyson embarks on a
thrilling quest to defeat evil Jake and his gang in the pixel world.



Players will navigate through the pixelated landscape, participating in
intense boxing matches against pixel monsters and Tyson's formidable
gang. The game leverages blockchain technology to create a seamless
and secure gaming experience, where every punch, dodge, and victory

is recorded on-chain. The integration of mining mechanics allows
players to earn $FNIO tokens as they progress, making every battle

not just a fight for victory, but also a fight for rewards.

The retro boxing mining game incorporates an innovative staking
mechanism where players can stake their $FNIO tokens to

enhance their in-game abilities and earn additional rewards. By
staking tokens, players contribute to the game's ecosystem

stability while gaining a competitive edge in their quest. This dual-
layered reward system ensures that players remain engaged and

invested in the FightNight.io community.

Gameplay Dynamics

Innovative Staking and Rewards



WEB3-BASED TYSON AND ALI THEMED
ONLINE CASINO PLATFORM

Bringing Celebrity Excitement to Online Gaming

Casino Games with a Twist

FightNight.io extends its innovative
approach with a Web3-based online
casino platform themed around the
legendary figures of Muhammad Ali

and Mike Tyson. This unique platform
combines the thrill of casino gaming

with the star power of boxing legends
and other celebrities, offering an
unparalleled gaming experience.

The casino platform features a wide array of games, including slots,
poker, and roulette, all designed with themes inspired by the careers
and personas of Tyson, Ali, and other celebrities. Each game is
enhanced with unique animations and special features that bring the
excitement of boxing matches 
to the casino floor. Players can 
win $FNIO tokens, exclusive NFTs,
 and other rewards, adding a new 
dimension of value to their gaming 
experience.



Secure and Transparent Gaming

Leveraging blockchain technology, the FightNight.io casino
platform ensures transparency and fairness in all its games.

Players can verify the integrity of each game outcome, fostering
trust and confidence in the platform. The use of smart contracts

guarantees secure transactions and instant payouts, enhancing the
overall user experience.



FightNight.io ventures into the world of digital storytelling with its
webtoon saga, set to be released on Webtoons.com. This engaging
series follows Tyson's journey from a casual gamer to a legendary
fighter, as he battles against evil forces in the pixel world with the

help of Muhammad Ali's magic gloves.

A Captivating Narrative Adventure:

WEBTOON SAGA TO BE RELEASED ON

WEBTOONS.COM



The webtoon not only entertains but also serves as a medium for
community engagement. Readers can interact with the story,

participate in polls, and contribute to the development of future
episodes. This interactive approach fosters a strong connection
between the FightNight.io community and the evolving narrative.

Community Engagement and Expansion

The webtoon saga combines immersive storytelling with stunning
artwork to bring the FightNight.io narrative to life. Each episode
delves deeper into the pixelated world, revealing new challenges,

allies, and enemies. The webtoon format allows for a rich,
serialized narrative that keeps readers coming back for more.

Immersive Storytelling and Stunning Artwork



CELEBRITY-THEMED AI ASSISTANT INTERACTIVE
PLATFORM AND AI HOME ROBOTECH

Innovative AI Solutions for Everyday Life

Interactive AI Assistants

FightNight.io introduces a celebrity-themed AI assistant platform,
revolutionizing how fans interact with their favorite icons. This

platform features AI avatars of Muhammad Ali, Mike Tyson, and other
celebrities, offering personalized interactions and entertainment.

Users can engage with AI versions of their favorite celebrities, asking
questions, seeking advice, and even training in virtual boxing sessions.

These AI assistants are powered by advanced machine learning
algorithms, ensuring realistic and engaging interactions that mimic the

personalities and expertise of the celebrities they represent.



DIFFERENTIATION
FROM COMPETITORS04

FightNight.io (FNIO): Setting a New
Standard in the Meme Coin Landscape

In a crowded marketplace dominated
by meme coins such as Dogecoin,
Pepe, and Shiba Inu, FightNight.io

(FNIO) distinguishes itself through a
unique blend of celebrity involvement,
compelling narratives, and innovative

technology. Here’s how FNIO
differentiates itself and sets new

standards in the meme coin ecosystem:



Celebrity Involvement and Promotion

Engaging Storyline and
Unique Gaming Experience

Unlike traditional meme coins that rely primarily on
community-driven hype, FNIO leverages the direct
participation and promotion of globally recognized celebrities.
Icons such as Muhammad Ali and Mike Tyson are not only the
thematic backbone of the project but also active promoters,
driving engagement through their massive social media
followings and public appearances. This direct involvement of
celebrities adds an unparalleled layer of credibility and
visibility to FNIO, attracting both crypto enthusiasts and
mainstream audiences.

FNIO offers more than just a digital token; it
provides a rich, immersive experience through
its web3-based retro boxing mining game.
Players follow Tyson, a gamer who embarks on
an adventurous quest with the legendary
Muhammad Ali against evil forces in a
pixelated world. This engaging storyline
combines real-world legends with interactive
pixel adventures, setting FNIO apart from
other meme coins that typically lack
substantive narratives. The game’s integration
with blockchain technology ensures that
players earn $FNIO tokens as rewards,
blending entertainment with tangible benefits.



Innovative Staking Mechanism

Charitable Contributions

FNIO introduces a cutting-edge staking mechanism that allows token
holders to earn passive rewards. By staking $FNIO tokens, holders
contribute to the network’s stability and security while accruing additional
tokens. This innovative approach not only incentivizes long-term holding
but also fosters a sense of community and engagement, which is often
missing in other meme coins that primarily rely on speculative trading.

In alignment with the ethos of giving back, FNIO dedicates a portion
of its proceeds to charitable causes, such as Binance Charity. This
commitment to social responsibility differentiates FNIO from meme
coins that are solely profit-driven. By integrating philanthropy into its
core mission, FNIO appeals to socially conscious investors who are
looking for meaningful ways to contribute to global causes while
participating in the crypto economy.

Major Exchange Listings and High
ROI Potential

FNIO has strategic plans for listings on major centralized exchanges
(CEXs), including Binance. These listings are crucial for liquidity,
accessibility, and credibility, enabling broader adoption and market
reach. The comprehensive marketing strategy, involving media
advertising, social and viral marketing through key opinion leaders
(KOLs), and high-profile events like the Tyson vs. Jake Paul match,
amplifies FNIO’s visibility and attractiveness. Given its innovative
features and strong promotional backing, FNIO is projected to achieve
a significant return on investment (ROI) potential, estimated between
10x to 20x.



Comprehensive Ecosystem

FNIO goes beyond the traditional meme coin model by
creating a comprehensive ecosystem that includes web3
games, webtoons, an online casino platform, and an AI
assistant platform. Each component is designed to engage
users in multiple ways, fostering a vibrant community and
providing diverse revenue streams. The integration of AI and
blockchain technology ensures that FNIO remains at the
forefront of innovation, continuously offering new and exciting
experiences for its users.

Given its unique selling points and technological
advancements, FNIO stands a strong chance of being
listed on major CEXs, including Binance. The project’s

alignment with high-profile celebrities, innovative
gaming and staking mechanisms, and its commitment
to charitable causes make it an attractive proposition

for major exchanges looking to list tokens with
substantial community support and long-term potential.

The strategic marketing and planned high-visibility
events will further enhance FNIO’s profile, making it a

prime candidate for listings on top-tier exchanges.

Predictions for Major CEX
Listings and Binance



TOKENOMICS05

Total Supply: 200,000,000,000 tokens

Private 2%

Project Fund 15%

Marketing 10% Listing and Liquidity 10%

Presale 24%

Donation 3%

Staking  24%

Development 12%

$FNIO Token Allocation



PRE-SALE 

PRIVATE

STAKING

DEVELOPMENT 

MARKETING

PROJECT FUND

LISTING AND LIQUIDITY

DONATION

(24% - 48,000,000,000 TOKENS)

(2% - 4,000,000,000 TOKENS)

(24% - 48,000,000,000 TOKENS)

(12% - 24,000,000,000 TOKENS)

(10% - 20,000,000,000 TOKENS)

(15% - 30,000,000,000 TOKENS)

(10% - 20,000,000,000 TOKENS)

(3% - 6,000,000,000 TOKENS)

Facilitates early supporter entry, funding, and community building.

This is the stage for founding members and seed investment.

Incentivizes network participation and ecosystem growth through rewards.

Supports ongoing technological advancements and platform enhancements.

Drives awareness and adoption through comprehensive marketing campaigns.

Ensures long-term sustainability and project growth.

Ensures smooth market operations and price stability.

Funds charitable initiatives and community projects.

STAKING TOKENOMICS: 
YEAR 1 12% ALLOCATION (24,000,000,000 TOKENS)
YEAR 2 12% ALLOCATION (24,000,000,000 TOKENS)



ROADMAP06

Phase 2:
 Launch and Pre-sale

Phase 3: Technological
Advancements and
Exchange Listings

Phase 4: Growth
and Stabilization

Phase 1: 
Vision and Foundation



PHASE 1: VISION AND FOUNDATION

Team Building and Celebrity Endorsements

Storyline Development and Initial Fundraising

Assemble a world-class team of developers, marketers, and blockchain experts.

Secure endorsements and active participation from legendary boxing icons like
Muhammad Ali and Mike Tyson.

Leverage celebrity influence to create a buzz and lay a strong foundation for
the project’s narrative.

Craft an engaging and immersive storyline where Tyson, a gamer, teams up
with Muhammad Ali to battle evil forces in a pixelated world.

Raise $500k through a strategic private sale to fund initial development and
marketing efforts.

Establish partnerships with key opinion leaders (KOLs) and influencers to
amplify project visibility.



PHASE 2: LAUNCH AND PRE-SALE

Comprehensive Platform Launch

Web3 Financial Wallet and Staking Platform

High-Impact Advertising and Presale

Launch the official FightNight.io website featuring detailed information and
resources about the project.

Deploy smart contracts, ensuring they are thoroughly audited for security and
transparency.

Publish the detailed white paper, outlining the vision, technology, and roadmap
of FNIO.

Launch an integrated web3 financial wallet that allows seamless
transactions and secure storage of $FNIO tokens.

Introduce the innovative staking platform, enabling token
holders to earn passive rewards through on-chain staking.

Kick off large-scale advertising campaigns across major media
outlets to raise awareness and attract early investors.

Begin the presale of $FNIO tokens, offering an equitable entry
point for supporters and early adopters.



PHASE 3: TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS
AND EXCHANGE LISTINGS

Web3 Game and AI Video Platform

Webtoon Series Release

Major Exchange Listings

Launch the highly anticipated web3-based retro boxing mining game, allowing
players to earn $FNIO tokens through gameplay.

Introduce the AI-powered video platform, offering interactive experiences and
enhancing user engagement.

Roll out the captivating webtoon saga on webtoons.com, expanding the
narrative universe of FightNight.io and attracting a broader audience.

Use webtoons to drive interest in the project, bridging the gap between
traditional entertainment and blockchain technology.

Secure listings on top-tier centralized exchanges
(CEXs) to enhance liquidity, accessibility, and market
credibility.

Leverage strategic marketing and celebrity
endorsements to attract listings on prominent
exchanges.



PHASE 4: GROWTH AND STABILIZATION

User and Community Growth

Offline Business Integration and Financial Expansion

Sustained Innovation and Community Engagement

Aim to achieve 1 million active users on the platform, driven by the engaging
storyline and innovative features.

Reach a milestone of 100,000 $FNIO token holders and build a community of 1
million supporters through continuous engagement and value delivery.

Integrate offline business solutions, creating synergies between the digital
and physical worlds.

Expand financial offerings to include diverse investment opportunities and
robust financial solutions, catering to a global audience.

Continue to innovate by introducing new features,
enhancing the gaming experience, and exploring
additional use cases for $FNIO tokens.

Foster a vibrant community through regular updates,
interactive events, and ongoing collaboration with
celebrities and influencers.



CONCLUSION

DISCLAIMER

FightNight.io (FNIO) redefines what a meme coin can
be by merging entertainment, innovation, and social
impact. Its unique blend of celebrity involvement,

engaging storyline, innovative technology, and
charitable focus positions it as a standout in the

meme coin landscape. With strategic plans for major
exchange listings and a robust ecosystem, FNIO is

poised to capture the imagination of the crypto
community and beyond, setting new benchmarks for

success in the digital currency space.

The information in this whitepaper pertains solely to
FightNight.io ($FNIO). FNIO is an independent

project, not associated with or endorsed by any other
token. This whitepaper does not constitute financial

advice. Prospective participants should conduct
thorough research and understand the risks involved.


